
How Food & Beverage companies can save 30-60% on 
wastewater treatment costs

Ultra-high strength wastewater treatment
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12 ways BioElectrochemical Treatment Technology saves money

Wastewater treatment is expensive

Reduces sludge management

Treats wastewater up to 150,000 
mg-BOD/L

Reduces treatment times

Enables remote monitoring and 
control

Reduces energy consumption

Reduces treatment footprint

Allows for process variability

Improves methane generation in 
anaerobic digesters

Reduces toxicity events onsite and at 
the municipal utility

Eliminates or reduces CapEx

Makes system design more efficient

Reduces OpEx
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These systems can only handle BOD loads of 
up to 20,000 mg/L, and most F&B facilities 
have waste streams that can be much higher. 
These streams need to be carefully managed 
by trickle feeding to the AD or trucking offsite. 
Many AD systems do not achieve their initial 
design objectives due to operational variations 
in upstream processes. 

Aquacycl® provides the first and only
commercially viable microbial fuel cell 
technology that can reduce wastewater 
treatment costs by up to 60%. The 
BioElectrochemical Treatment Technology 
(BETT®) is an industrial pretreatment system, 
making AD more efficient, or by itself reducing 
the BOD load up to 95%, enabling discharge to 
sewer without surcharges or trucking costs.

Food & Beverage (F&B) companies spend 
millions of dollars per year, per facility in trucking 
and surcharges to treat small quantities of highly-
concentrated wastewater. F&B producers 
generate wastewater that is up to 300 times more 
concentrated than what is found in a typical 
sewer, and utilities are challenged to treat this as 
the high levels of Biological Oxygen Demand 
(BOD) create toxicity events that can take weeks 
or months to recover from. 

F&B companies that are treating their process 
wastewater on site typically use anaerobic 
digesters (AD), which are the only technology 
that can efficiently treat high-organic process 
wastewater and recover costs through methane 
generation. 



The electrical current can be harvested by 
trickle-charging battery packs and using the 
batteries to power Aquacycl equipment, 
making BETT an energy neutral system. 

The more electrical current that is 
produced, the bacteria breathe faster, 
which means they will eat faster and 
increase treatment rates. In short, more 
electricity production means a faster 
treatment rate.

The system is modular, with BETT reactors 
that are about the size of a standard car 
battery, all stacked together like LEGOs® 
inside a 20-foot shipping container that sits 
outside of the facility. 

Aquacycl®’s BioElectrochemical Treatment 
Technology (BETT®) uses natural, locally-
sourced, bacteria in a fixed film fuel cell 
reactor to accelerate wastewater treatment 
rates, eliminate primary sludge, minimize 
secondary sludge and produce direct 
electricity. 

The wastewater and associated bacteria 
are fed to the BETT reactors and the 
bacteria form biofilms on the interior 
surfaces of each BETT reactor. As the 
bacteria consume the organic matter in the 
wastewater, they release electrons which 
are removed using the Anode and captured 
in the reactor circuits to produce direct 
electrical current. 
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How it works
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How BETT® systems are applied

Industrial pretreatment
For companies that already have onsite wastewater treatment BETT systems 
make all downstream treatment more efficient. We treat small volumes of 
highly-concentrated wastewater, making aerobic and anaerobic wastewater 
systems more efficient.

1

Standalone system
For companies that are paying high surcharges or trucking costs, BETT 
systems can treat wastewater to levels that can be discharged to sewer 
without additional fines, allowing companies to maintain compliance with their 
permit limits.

2

Distributed wastewater treatment
BETT systems can be used with complementary technology to enable onsite 
wastewater treatment where no sewer connection is available.

3

Aquacycl’s BioElectrochemical Treatment Technology (BETT®) systems



High removal rates

BETT systems are the only technology 
that can handle up to 150,000 mg-
BOD/L. They remove up to 95% of 
BOD, 80% of Total Suspended Solids 
and 100% of sulfur. For waste streams 
that are above 20,000 mg-BOD/L, the 
only options are to trickle feed (dilution) 
or hold-and-haul.

The BETT system uses electron 
removal to control treatment times - the 
more electricity is produced, the faster 
the microbes break down the 
wastewater. Depending on the 
wastewater composition, BETT 
systems remove can treat wastewater 
in 4 hours, compared to days or weeks 
in a traditional AD. 
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Remove highest levels of organics faster

Reduces treatment times

Minimal sludge management

BETT systems have minimal sludge 
management, requiring sludge removal 
once per year. This is compared to 
traditional systems that require costly 
sludge removal. As a pretreatment step, 
the BETT reactors break down the 
carbon chain, reducing sludge in follow-
on steps. 

95%
BOD removal

4-16
Hour treatment 

time

10x
Higher BOD removal 

than other technology

Reduce screening and 
pretreatment
BETT systems can handle wastewater 
up to 3,000 ppm TSS, a ten-fold 
increase compared to traditional 
systems. Aquacycl’s patented micro-
aeration technology removes sulfur. 
Both of these eliminate additional costs 
and complexity.



Sustainable Development Goals

Many companies have 
pledged onto the United 
Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals

Aquacycl can work together with other 
technologies to make new molecular 
water and enable water reuse. Treated 
water can be used for equipment like 
cooling water or irrigation, and must 
meet stringent discharge standards.

Reduce energy consumption
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Sustainability

Water recycling and reuse

Today, 80% of wastewater is discharged to the environment without treatment, and 
access to clean water is a basic human right.

Water usage is an important sustainability initiative for F&B producers. The water 
intensity has a direct impact on the bottom line and surrounding community, and all 
major F&B companies have pledged to increase water efficiency. High water usage 
means high wastewater discharge, and this is an important contributor to corporate 
social responsibility.

BETT systems directly address 
Clean Water and Sanitation. We 
were started with a mission of 
Sanitation for All.

BETT systems are low-power 
compared to other treatment options 
and can be used to reduce energy 
consumption downstream. They are the 
first commercially viable microbial fuel 
cells that use electrogenic bacteria to 
generate direct electricity. 



Increases methane generation 

BETT accelerates the hydrolysis of  
complex carbon sources and enhances 
the fermentation rates to generate the 
smaller volatile fatty acids that the 
methanogens prefer. 

The processes also normalizes the 
feedstock, reducing adverse impacts of 
production variability, pH, and 
temperature to the AD. By reducing the 
complexity and variability of the carbon 
chains and other parameters, the AD 
will operate more consistently and with 
higher methane production. 

BETT systems reduce toxicity events 
with AD by normalizing the feedstock. 
Toxicity events at an AD can take 
months for the microbes to recover, 
which can cause discharge that 
exceeds permitted levels, or even force 
production to stop.
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Improve Anaerobic Digester Efficiency

Reduces toxicity events

Conventional anaerobic digesters (AD) require highly-controlled operational 
parameters (temperature, pH, mixing, minimal wastewater variation) and nutrient 
dosing to efficiently treat wastewater and produce meaningful methane. Any change 
in the production process or ingredients can lead to changes in wastewater that may 
create toxicity events in the digester. All of these factors may result in many AD 
systems not achieving the initial design objectives. 

Aquacycl’s BioElectrochemical Treatment Technology (BETT®) system can act as 
industrial pretreatment to make AD significantly more efficient and reliable. 

By breaking BOD into smaller carbon 
chains, BETT reactors help AD reduce 
treatment times. The simpler Volatile 
Fatty Acids will decrease treatment 
time because they are easier for the 
microbes to break down in the AD. 

Decreases treatment times



Enables process variability

Any change in the manufacturing 
process ends up in the treatment 
system. This means that line 
changeovers, ingredients or any other 
process variation will upset the balance 
in the AD. Using BETT reactors as a 
pretreatment step normalizes the 
feedstock (pH, temperature, flow and 
composition), improving the efficiency 
of AD.
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Improve Aerobic Treatment Efficiency

Reduce sludge management

Sludge removal can be a costly 
operating expense, and aerobic 
treatment generates high quantities of 
sludge. When BETT systems are a 
pretreatment step, they remove most 
of the BOD, making aerobic polishing 
easier and faster. BETT systems 
require sludge removal only once per 
year.

Reduce energy consumption

Aerobic treatment requires large 
amounts of energy because air must 
be continuously circulated through the 
tanks. BETT systems reduce the 
energy consumption by removing the 
complex carbon chains, making it 
easier for aerobic systems to break 
down. 



F&B companies spend millions on trucking and sewer surcharges that drive up 
operating costs and are subject to rate increases and permit renegotiation. Unless 
the company invests millions in an onsite wastewater treatment facility, these costs 
are out of their control. 

Reduce trucking costs and 
sewer surcharges
BETT systems can eliminate these 
costs completely by treating the 
wastewater to a level that can be 
discharged to sewer without BOD and 
TSS surcharges. 
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Reduce operating costs

Reduce risk through 
guaranteed performance

BETT systems have guaranteed 
performance, allowing customers to 
maintain permit compliance and 
discharge requirements. They reduce 
the risk of utility price increases and 
permit level changes. The agreed 
terms provide fixed operational costs 
for treating wastewater that is not 
subject to utility rate increases. 

Reduce chemical and energy 
costs
Traditional onsite treatment requires 
careful monitoring and frequent 
nutrient dosing to keep them operating 
at maximum efficiency. BETT systems 
don’t require any added nutrients. They 
generate direct electricity and are 
designed to require low power. 

Each BETT reactor is remotely 
monitored and controlled to allow real-
time performance and troubleshooting. 
This eliminates the need for a trained, 
on-site operator to manage the system. 

Remote monitoring and control

A major bottling company faced 
unexpected risks related to 
wastewater surcharges. By 
working with Aquacycl, they could 
increase predictability of costs.



No CapEx

BETT systems are sold entirely on a 
lease basis, meaning that there is no 
capital expenditure to start treating 
process wastewater. A full-scale 
system can be commissioned in as 
little as six months. 

Since the BETT systems are treating 
low-volumes of very concentrated 
wastewater, the footprint is up to 90% 
smaller than conventional AD. This can 
be a key design consideration for 
companies that are space constrained.

The reactors are modular and stack 
together like LEGO’s inside a 20 or 40 
foot shipping containers. The number 
of reactors depends on three factors:

● Volume treated
● Composition of wastewater
● Target effluent level
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Reduce capital costs

Small footprint

Building on-site wastewater treatment facilities can cost millions of dollars. They were 
traditionally designed based on wastewater volume - more volume meant a bigger 
tank and pump and footprint. 

When BETT systems are installed as part of the treatment design, they can increase 
the efficiency of the entire system design and reduce capital costs.

More efficient system design

For companies that are designing new 
wastewater treatment systems, 
incorporating BETT as a pretreatment 
step enables lower capital 
expenditures because the entire 
system can be more efficient. By 
treating the most difficult step first, AD 
can be smaller. 



System specifications

Aquacycl BETT High-rate 
Anaerobic Digester    

BOD concentration 500-150,000 mg/L 1,500-20,000 mg/L

Max TSS concentration 3,000 mg/L Up to 300 mg/L

Max FOG concentration 300 mg/L 50 mg/L

Hydraulic Residence 
Time

4 - 16 hours 8 - 48

Organic loading rate 5 - 150 mg/L-BOD per day 0.2 - 1.3

Energy consumption 0.2 - 0.4 kW/kg-BOD 0.8 – 1.2

% Sludge (Biomass / 
BOD treated)

0.7% 10%

Operating pH range 5 - 9 5 - 9

Operating Temperature 10˚C – 50˚C 32˚C - 40˚C

System Recovery 24 hours 15-30 days

Nutrient Dosing Not Required Required / Critical
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